RISE TO GREATNESS

TITAN GILROY is CEO of TITANS of CNC, an advanced training facility based in Rocklin, CA and a revolutionary online CNC Academy. TITAN’s clients have included aerospace companies SpaceX and Blue Origin, as well as other specialized industries. He also produced and starred in the reality series TITANS of CNC (Monday nights on MAVTV).

TITAN’s story is one of extraordinary circumstances. He has lived a life of homelessness on the beaches of Maui, spent time behind bars, and fought for the chance to build his own CNC machine shop. TITAN shared his story of hope and perseverance with a National Television Audience. Then, in the third season of the show, his life took another incredible turn. TITAN went into San Quentin Prison built an Elite CNC Academy, and flipped rehabilitation on its head. It was because of this experience that TITAN developed the FREE TITANS of CNC: Academy Curriculum,, which has wide implementation in diverse training applications. Educational Institutions, Prison Rehabilitation, Workforce Development, Company Training, Trade Schools, Private User Groups, Personal Learning, and many more have advanced their programs because of the TITANS of CNC: Academy.

Today, TITAN is not only an expert in CNC Machining but he has become the world’s leading advocate for the future of Manufacturing Education.